Curriculum for SAMPOL120: Scandinavian Politics and Government.

Fall 2017

The curriculum for this course consists of a number of chapters, articles, and other types of publications. The curriculum covers a range of topics, as listed below. For each topic a number of publications are relevant and some publications may be relevant for several topics. The publications are available in two forms:

- Books which can be bought at Akademika, the university bookstore. These titles are indicated by (B).
- Chapters in books, articles from scientific journals, and other publications which are available electronically through links in the reading list below, are indicated by (EC).

If you have any questions regarding the curriculum, please contact us at pensum@svfa.uib.no (REMEMBER to write the course code in the subject line).

Note: you must be logged on to the UIB network to have access to the electronic articles. Are you on campus must use one of UIB computers, OR log on to UIB’s WIFI network. If you are working from home you must log in UIB’s network via VPN, read more about this here.

State and nation-building


http://www.jstor.org/stable/422268

http://cac.sagepub.com/content/38/1/49.short

http://www.nb.no/nbsok/nb/0cf6e4ac28ffe1774344003f6a7fd217,nbdigital?lang=no#0

Indigenous peoples

http://www.unc.edu/~lajanda/20020614Saami_Sara.pdf
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17449057.2015.1101846#abstract

**Governmental institutions: Representation, parliament, government and local politics**


http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01402380500217003#.VYp-kKM4XnU


Knut Heidar & Bjørn Erik Rasch (2017) “Political representation and parliamentarism”, Chapter 4 in Oddbjørn Knutsen (ed.) *The Nordic Models in Political Science: Challenged, but still viable?* (Bergen: Fagbokforlaget) (B)


**Political parties and elections**


- See also the party system descriptions in each of the country chapters in in T. Bergman and K. Strøm (eds.); *The Madisonian Turn. Political parties and parliamentary democracy in Nordic Europe*, Ann Arbor, Mi., University of Michigan Press:
  - Denmark: pp. 69-79
  - Finland: pp. 113-117
  - Iceland: pp. 161-166
  - Norway: pp. 202-209
  - Sweden: pp. 252-258


David Arter (2012): “‘Big bang’ elections and party system change in Scandinavia: Farewell to the ‘enduring party system’?”, Parliamentary Affairs. Vol. 65, 822-844 (EC)
http://pa.oxfordjournals.org/content/65/4/822

Oddbjørn Knutsen (2017) “Political parties and party systems”, Chapter 2 in Oddbjørn Knutsen (ed.) *The Nordic Models in Political Science: Challenged, but still viable?* (Bergen: Fagbokforlaget) (B)

Oddbjørn Knutsen (2017) “Social cleavages and political value conflicts”, Chapter 3 in Oddbjørn Knutsen (ed.) *The Nordic Models in Political Science: Challenged, but still viable?* (Bergen: Fagbokforlaget) (B)

**Referenda**


(See also article by Sitter below under Security policy and European integration)

**Corporatism, interest groups and social capital**

*Corporatism and interest groups:*


http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01402380500311814

Hilmar Rommetvedt (2017) “Scandinavian corporatism in decline”, Chapter 7 in Oddbjørn Knutsen (ed.) *The Nordic Models in Political Science: Challenged, but still viable?* (Bergen: Fagbokforlaget) (B)


*Social capital:*


Security policy and European integration


http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13501760210152420#.VYp5gqM4XnU


http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14608940701819785


http://site.ebrary.com/lib/bergen/detail.action?docID=10326737&noreader=1&showFull=false


The Nordic welfare states.


